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Contro il governo Di Maio - Salvini!
Contro il “sovranismo”,
di destra e di sinistra!

Palestina, maggio 2018

Londra,
13 luglio 2018

(Sotto) Terracina, 9 settembre 2018:
marcia dei braccianti indiani dell’Agro Pontino

È solo insieme, con la lotta e l’organizzazione comune, che i lavoratori d’Europa, in collegamento con quelli degli altri continenti,
potranno difendersi dai colpi della Ue e da quelli della “Santa
Alleanza Sovranista” al carro di Trump-Bannon!
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This is the leaflet we distributed in June 2018.

Against the Salvini-Di Maio government!

Over the last twenty years, work has become heavier, more unstable and uncertain,
public health has suffered huge cuts, employers have been given free rein to fire, the
pension system has been crushed and in fact wages, apart from very few exceptions,
have fallen or remained unchanged. All that occurred under the auspices of the successive governments (from Berlusconi to Gentiloni, via Prodi, Monti and Renzi) which,
even though in a differentiated way, conducted a policy that increased corporate power
and shattered the workers’ defense capability. That policy was inspired, supported
and encouraged by the Confindustria and the big international and European finance
institutions (ECB and IMF first).
Not workers’ friends

Now, the Salvini-Di Maio government claims to be the government of “change” and
“social fairness”. Nothing could be further from the truth.
The Lega has always been one of the mainstays of the Berlusconi governments.
In 1994, when the pensions system was openly attacked. In 2001, in the attempt to
abolish the Article 18 of the 1970 Statuto dei Lavoratori. In 2010, in the assaults on
the National Collective Labor Agreement.
And as for the Five Star Movement, they are strong proponents of the elimination of labor unions. They don’t aim to eliminate one labor union or another, but the
idea itself of collective defense. By supporting the “end of the labor union mediation
between employers and workers”, Di Maio means that workers, in the face of bosses,
do not have to defend their class interests as a whole, but just as individuals, each
of them having at most narrow and specific interests. The truth is that the Five Stars
Movement’s talks about “direct democracy” hide further attacks against what is left
of the workers’ collective resistance power.
The poison of sovereignty
According to the government propaganda, the Lega’s and 5-Stars’ fight against
Germany and the European “strong powers” would benefit also the working class.
Breaking the EU budget constraints (or strongly loosening them) would better protect
Italian companies from international competition and would give public finance more
freedom. This combination of factors would allow to adopt more beneficial policies
towards workers.
That is another enormous lie!
Firstly, because the international market level of confrontation concerns huge corporations and colossal financial and state structures, such as the Chinese or USA ones.
In such a context, taking the path of sovereignty (maybe leaving the Euro as well) is
like competing in Formula One with a cheap, knock-off car. Sovereignty is not the way
to an (impossible!) capitalism in which the workers are “shielded from competition”.
Sovereignty leads Italian workers to be enslaved to big and small Italian owners - whom,
according to Salvini-Di Maio, the Italian workers should ally with against the rest of the
world. Sovereignty leads Italian workers to be enslaved to the great powers behind the
Lega and the Five Star. These powers have their center in Washington and Wall Street,
which are interested in preventing an “excessive” strengthening of their allied/rival
European Union, and which are undoubtedly anti-proletarians. Not for nothing, Bannon,
strategist in Donald Trump’s election campaign and leading USA far-right member,
has first supported and then welcomed the birth of the new government, appreciating
its defining anti-European and pro-American spirit and describing it as a potential
lever for Washington, with which to disrupt the European Union from the inside out.
That is the inner essence of the so-called “people’s government against the élites”!
Secondly: the new government’s public finance will be maybe generous, but only
to the middle classes. Think about the Flat Tax for enterprises and the abolition of the
so-called “sector studies” sponsored by the new minister of the Economy, Tria: thanks
to these measures, big and small owners and “solopreneurs” are going to pay less taxes
than before. That will necessarily means further cuts to public spending.
For an internationalist class politics
The new government could (maybe) introduce temporary and limited measures
“in favour” of the workers’ pockets. But these (hypothetical) measures are going to
be part (a bit like the Renzi’s government 80-Euros bonus) of an overall politics
intended to make workers stand alone in front of employers, to turn them against each
other, to stir up racist feelings against the immigrant proletarians even more than today.
An example of what this politics leads to is the murder of Soumaila Sacko, a young
immigrant worker from Mali, assassinated on 3rd June 2018 in Calabria. The murder
of Soumaila is the result of the racist climate that prevails in the whole society, a racist
climate having among its main representatives and supporters the Interior minister
Matteo Salvini. The new government’s politics, if not counteracted, will increase
enormously the division among all the workers (both Italian and immigrant), will make
them weaker, will put them at the mercy of the bourgeois parties and - at the end of
the day - will be very heavy in terms of political and social costs.
There isn’t anything to wait for and see, there isn’t anything to test. The
green-yellow government, despite its significant “popular” support, has to be
denounced unhesitatingly for its deeply anti-proletarian and racist nature. It
has to be said that it would be suicidal for workers to believe in a (although right
and necessary) defense against the “Europe of Brussels” and the ECB based on the
Salvini-Di Maio souverainiste politics and, consequently, on the “national unity” with
the Italian capitalists.
It is not possible to be shielded from the effects of capitalistic competition neither by
sheltering under the European major capital nor by being the Washington minions, but
only by fighting. This is the only way to make rise a class perspective among workers
and young people. A perspective freed from the logic of interclass alliances and from
the poisoned fruits offered by this or that sector of the Italian bourgeoisie. A political
perspective which says that, in order to defend themselves against the diktat of the
market, profit and competition, it is necessary not to look at immigrant workers and
the workers of the other countries and continents (no matter if Germans, Americans
or Asians) as enemies to fight against, aligning behind one’s own government, but as
potential allies with whom to attempt to establish connections for debating, organizing
and fighting against one’s own governments and against all the faces of international
capitalism.

NOSTRE SEDI
Torino: v. Vagnone 17/A, aperta giovedì ore 18.00 - 20.00
Milano: v. Ricciarelli 37, aperta lunedì ore 21.00 - 22.30
Marghera: presso il centro sociale Gardenia in p.zza del Municipio, lunedì ore 18.00 - 20.00
Roma: v. dei Reti 19/A, aperta lunedì ore 20.30 - 22.30
Napoli: v. Santa Maria Antesaecula (quartiere Sanità), 112, aperta lunedì 19:30 - 22:30
PER METTERSI IN CONTATTO SCRIVERE A:
“che fare” casella postale 7032 - Roma Nomentano - 00162 ROMA
SITO WEB: www.che-fare.org - E-MAIL: posta@che-fare.org; TELEFONO: 06-83082411
ABBONAMENTI A “che fare”:
per 5 numeri: 20.00 € - sostenitore 50.00 € - Bonifico bancario su conto:
codice IBAN: IT-48-T-07601-03200-001035434396; codice BIC/SWIFT: B P P I I T R R X X X

